FIG. 1. a Prestack split-step Fourier depth migrationis applied to migrate a shot record over a 45-degreedippinglayer model where the velocity contrast is 50 at the dipping interface, b prestack split-step Fourier migration by depth extrapolation o f the source and receiver wave elds followed by correlation, c prestack split-step Fourier migration by applying the direct arrival times to the extrapolated receiver wave eld as a phase delay, and d after incorporating the nite-di erence extension up to the second order for the prestack split-step Fourier migration as in c. Here, the nite-di erence extension to the algorithm yields a slightly better image at the dipping layer interface. To construct the image, the correlation with source wave eld is replaced by the application of a phase term obtained from direct arrival times Tanis, 1993 . In addition, prestack split-step Fourier depth migration algorithm can be developed using the double square root DSR equation, where the source and receiver wave elds are downward continued simultaneously for a laterally varying medium. Ruhl and Ristow 1995 presented a nite-di erence extension to the original split-step Fourier migration algorithm to handle more complicated subsurface geometry. W e incorporate this extension into the prestack split-step Fourier migration algorithms to improve the accuracy of the method.
